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ABSTRACT

To recognize different patterns, identification of local regions where the pattern classes differ signifi-
cantly is an inherent ability of the human cognitive system. This inherent ability of human beings may 
be imitated in any pattern recognition system by incorporating the ability of locating the regions that 
contain the maximum discriminating information among the pattern classes. In this chapter, the con-
cept of Genetic Algorithm (GA) and Bacterial Foraging Optimization (BFO) are discussed to identify 
those regions having maximum discriminating information. The discussion includes the evaluation of 
the methods on the sample images of handwritten Bangla digit and Basic character, which is a subset of 
Bangla character set. Different methods of sub-image or local region creation such as random creation 
or based on the Center of Gravity (CG) of the foreground pixels are also discussed here. Longest run 
features, extracted from the generated local regions, are used as local feature in the present chapter. 
Based on these extracted local features, together with global features, the algorithms are applied to 
search for the optimal set of local regions. The obtained results are higher than that results obtained 
without optimization on the same data set.
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Ambiguity Reduction through Optimal Set of Region Selection
 

INTRODUCTION

For recognizing different patterns identification of local regions where the pattern classes differ sig-
nificantly is an inherent ability of human cognitive system. This inherent ability of human being may 
be imitated in any pattern recognition system by incorporating the ability of locating the regions which 
contain the maximum discriminating information among the pattern classes. The simplest way to do 
this is to divide the pattern image into a fixed number of equal sized regions. These regions may have 
some overlap with each other. For each such region, features (often called local features) are extracted. 
These local regions are then sampled randomly to produce various subsets of them. The recognition 
performance is evaluated with feature set formed with the local features (for some cases along with some 
global features)of each of those subsets. The subset, which produces best result, may be considered as an 
optimal set of local regions where the pattern classes differ significantly. Handwritten character recogni-
tion is a typical example of a real world pattern recognition problem which requires huge computation 
and modelling of perceptual power or cognitive capabilities of human beings, at least to some extent. 
(Cheriet, El Yacoubi, Fujisawa, Lopresti, & Lorette, 2009). To recognize the handwritten characters, both 
global and local features jointly or individually are used with a standard classifier. Global features are 
those features which are extracted from the overall character images. On the other hand, local features 
are extracted from the sub images of the same.

One of the recent trends for improving the recognition performance of a handwritten character rec-
ognition system is to use local features along with global features of the character images. Some works 
have already been done in the field of handwritten character recognition following the above mentioned 
principles(Arica & Yarman-Vural, 2001; Basu et al., 2005b, 2009; Cao, Ahmadi, & Shridhar, 1995; Das, 
Basu, et al., 2009; Due Trier, Jain, & Taxt, 1996; Jaehwa, Govindaraju, & Srihari, 2000; Rajashekara-
radhya & Ranjan, 2008). In (Rajashekararadhya & Ranjan, 2008), Rajashekararadhya et al. proposed an 
efficient zone based feature extraction techniques for Handwritten Kanada, Telugu, Tamil, Malayalam 
numeral recognition. In the paper, they divided the characters into some ×M N  zones and average 
distance features are extracted from the zones. In the paper(Basu et al., 2005b), Basu et al. divided the 
Bangla digit images into 9 overlapping fixed size sub-images, also termed as windows, interchangeably. 
From each of these sub-images longest run based features were locally computed. However, a fixed sized 
window may contain some ambiguous information besides the discriminating one, which may have an 
adverse effect on the performance of the recognition system. In the paper (Cao et al., 1995) Cao et al. 
used zone based direction histogram features for recognition of handwritten Roman numerals. The work 
was primarily motivated by two stage classifier schemes comprising of two different neural networks. 
To describe different methodologies of offline character recognition systems N. Africa et al (Arica & 
Yarman-Vural, 2001) cited several feature extraction techniques based on local regions or zones. In the 
paper (Jaehwa et al., 2000) Jaehwa et al. described a hierarchical feature space based on the zones cre-
ated by quin tree based zoning scheme. The zones were created dynamically based on the centroids of 
the contours of the characters. Thus, zones of variable sizes were created for every character of the 
database. Histogram based gradient and moment based projection features were calculated from those 
zones in their work. In the approaches(Basu et al., 2009; Das, Basu, et al., 2009), windows of varying 
sizes were dynamically created on the basis of the centre of gravity (CG) of black pixels of the entire 
character region and its sub regions (windows) and from each of those regions four longest run features 
were extracted. Those features along with another set of four longest run features computed globally 
from the entire character image were used for recognition of Bangla alphabet. The above approach gave 
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